Relationship between ventilator-associated pneumonia and permanence in an intensive care unit

RESUMO | Objetivo: Analisar a relação de incidência de Pneumonia associada à ventilação mecânica (PAV) com o aumento da média de permanência em pacientes de terapia intensiva. Método: Pesquisa quantitativa, retrospectiva, descritiva e documental. Realizada em duas UTIs de um Hospital Universitário no Estado do Paraná. A amostra foi composta por 2503 pacientes, no período de janeiro de 2017 a junho de 2019. Resultados: A maioria dos pacientes era do sexo masculino 58,7% (n=1471). Verificou-se forte poder estatístico, p valor de 0,0001, evidenciando que a PAV aumentou o tempo de internação, ou seja, o desenvolvimento de PAV gera uma permanência maior na UTI. O desfecho, 74,19% receberam alta e 25,81% evoluíram para óbito. Conclusão: Os dados apontaram para uma relação estatisticamente comprovada entre a PAV e o acréscimo do tempo de internação nas UTIs, o que acarretou o aumento dos riscos de morbimortalidade e altos custos na hospitalização.
Descritores: Unidades de Terapia Intensiva; Pneumonia Associada à Ventilação Mecânica; Enfermagem; Tempo de internação.

ABSTRACT | Objective: To analyze the relationship between the incidence of Ventilator-associated pneumonia (VAP) and the increase in the average length of stay in intensive care patients. Method: Quantitative, retrospective, descriptive and documentary research. Carried out in two ICUs of a University Hospital in the State of Paraná. The sample consisted of 2503 patients, from January 2017 to June 2019. Results: Most patients were male 58.7% (n=1471). There was a strong statistical power, p value of 0.0001, showing that the VAP increased the length of stay, that is, the development of VAP generates a longer stay in the ICU. The outcome, 74.19% were discharged and 25.81% evolved to death. Conclusion: The data pointed to a statistically proven relationship between VAP and increased length of stay in the ICUs, which leads to increased risks of morbidity and mortality and high hospitalization costs.
Descipients: Intensive Care Units; Ventilator-Associated Pneumonia; Nursing; Length of Stay.

RESUMEN | Objetivo: Analizar la relación entre la incidencia de neumonía asociada a ventilador (NAV) y el aumento de la estancia media en pacientes de cuidados intensivos. Método: Investigación cuantitativa, retrospectiva, descriptiva y documental. Realizado en dos UCI de un Hospital Universitario del Estado de Paraná. La muestra estuvo constituida por 2503 pacientes, de enero de 2017 a junio de 2019. Resultados: La mayoría de los pacientes fueron hombres 58,7% (n = 1471). Hubo un fuerte poder estadístico, valor de p de 0,0001, mostrando que la NAV aumentó la estancia, es decir, el desarrollo de NAV genera una estancia más prolongada en la UCI. El resultado, 74,19% fueron dados de alta y 25,81% evolucionaron a muerte. Conclusión: Los datos apuntan a una relación estadísticamente probada entre NAV y mayor tiempo de estancia en UCI, lo que conduce a mayores riesgos de morbilidad y mortalidad y altos costos de hospitalización.
Descritores: Unidades de Cuidados Intensivos; Neumonía asociada a ventilación mecánica; Enfermería; Duración de la estancia hospitalaria.
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INTRODUCTION

The Intensive Care Unit (ICU) is a sector dedicated to the care of critically ill patients who present instability or risk of systemic instability, which may denote risk to life. For this reason, it is a place that requires uninterrupted multidisciplinary care, as well as advanced technology equipment and specialized human resources to guarantee the quality of care. 1,2

Among the technologies and devices most used in ICUs, we can mention the mechanical ventilator, as defined by the National Health Surveillance...
Agency (ANVISA), this equipment is responsible for continuously assisting or controlling the ventilatory activity. Through Mechanical Ventilation (MV), it is possible to assist patients with acute or chronic acute respiratory failure, thus aiming to improve gas exchange, that is, to correct hypoxemia and respiratory acidosis associated with hypercapnia, in addition to reducing discomfort and the work of breathing in addition to allowing the applicability of specific care. 4

The Center for Disease and Control Prevention (CDC) defines the events associated with mechanical ventilation taking into account the worsening of the respiratory pattern after a period of time with invariability or recovery of this pattern, evidence of inflammation or infection with a pulmonary focus, presenting laboratory evidence of respiratory infection. 5

The number of patients allocated to an ICU using MV is high due to the complexity of this environment. Therefore, it is noteworthy that health professionals need to be trained to carry out specific care for monitoring, aspiration of secretions, mobilization, humidification, heating of the gases offered and the supervision of hemodynamic conditions, in order to reduce adverse effects. 6

Given the characterization of users and the context of care that make up an ICU, it is important to define one of the main risks related to these conditions, especially when proper surveillance is not performed. 2 Health Care Related Infections (HAI) are those acquired after a patient’s hospitalization, which are evidenced in the period following or after discharge, as long as they can be correlated with the hospital environment. 7 Belonging to this group, Ventilation-Associated Pneumonia (VAP) is a relevant HAI as it generates an increase in the number of days spent in the ICU’s, which increases the risk of in-hospital death. 8

Among patients who are subject to MV in ICUs, the most frequent HAI is VAP, defined in the ANVISA Care-Related Infection Diagnostic Criteria booklet, as pneumonia detected 48 hours after the start of MV until its cessation or up to one day after ventilator removal, confirmed by conciliation of clinical, radiological and laboratory parameters. 9,3 It is mainly of aspiration origin, followed by exogenous inoculation of contaminated material or reflux from the gastrointestinal tract. 10

VAP has variable incidence rates, ranging from 9% to 67%, which is important due to its direct relationship with the increase in ICU stay and time on MV, resulting in high costs during the hospital stay and higher mortality. 11 Concomitant to this, it is considered the alert for surveillance of this index, which is a determining indicator for the assessment of the quality of the health service, having the need to be continuous and specific to the location, due to the variability of the causes of VAP according to the hospital, type of ICU and population studied. 2,12 The epidemiological surveillance of HAIs gathers information allowing for the direction of strategies to improve the prevention and control of infections, such as providing feedback to the health team, correlating the calculated rates with preventive measures, as well as the creation of specific bundles that can group together these measures to facilitate their application. 13

Since the incidence of VAP is relevant for the surveillance of Ventilator-Associated Pneumonia, this study seeks to analyze the relationship between the incidence of Ventilator-Associated Pneumonia (VAP) and the increase in the mean length of stay in intensive care patients.

METHOD

Retrospective, descriptive and documentary research with a quantitative
typology. This study is one of the specific objectives of an umbrella project entitled "Evaluation of quality indicators as a strategy for improving nursing care practices in the Intensive Care Unit". This stage of the research was carried out in two General ICUs of a University Hospital located in the city of Ponta Grossa – PR, each consisting of 10 beds (separated as ICU 1 and ICU 2), with exclusive care provided by SUS.

The study sample consisted of 100% of the records in the ICU’s Entry and Exit Registry Book from January 2017 to June 2019. All patients admitted to Intensive Care Units 1 and 2 of a University Hospital in Paraná were included. It was not necessary to exclude any patient from the sample, totaling a sample of 2503 patients.

For analysis, data were entered into Excel® and Windows® spreadsheets for the proper storage of information, taking into account the following variables: days of hospitalization; gender (female/male); age; outcome (discharge/death); inpatient clinic (Neurology, Cardiology, Pulmonology, Orthopedics, Surgery, Renal and others). The incidence of VAP during the study period was evaluated.

Data were tabulated and analyzed using the Stata® version 12. software (StataCorp LP, CollegeStation, TX, USA). Exploratory and descriptive data analysis was performed. Then, a confirmatory analysis of the data was carried out, verifying the association between the variables through analysis of variance – ANOVA, using the F tests of Fisher and Bonferroni. The Kruskal-Wallis test was used when it was found that the data did not meet the assumptions of homoscedasticity. The Chi-Square test was used to test differences between proportions, with Incidence Ratios (IR) and their 95% confidence intervals being calculated. The level of statistical significance for the tests was set at 5%.

This study follows the principles contained in Resolution 466/12 of the National Health Council/Ministry of Health and approved by the Research Ethics Committee (CEP) of the State University of Ponta Grossa – PR, under CAAE nº 01599618.60000.0105.

**RESULTS**

Of a total of 2503 patients belonging to the Intensive Care Units (ICU’s) studied, 1471 were male (58.77%) and 1032 were female (41.23%). The mean age was 58.9 years and the mean length of stay was 6.55 ± 7.66, as shown in table 1. And, with regard to the clinical outcome, 646 (25.8%) progressed to death.

The main causes of admission to the ICU’s were neurological diseases (26.09%), surgical procedures (21.37%), other causes (19.7%) and pulmonary diseases (18.14%). Of the 2,503 ICU patients, 166 (6.63%) developed VAP and 52 (31.32%) of these had the associated death outcome.

After the description of the data, the association of dependent variables with independent variables was performed. There was no statistically significant difference between these characteristics of the studied population and their relationship with the development of VAP, with the exception of length of stay and the variable “gender” in the two ICUs, as shown in Table 2.

Table 2 shows the associations between length of stay, age, sex, clinic and outcome with the development of VAP. Patients who developed VAP had a longer hospital stay (p<0,0001) than those who did not. In the Intensive Care Units, patients who were diagnosed with VAP spent an average of 18.8 days in the hospital, while those who did not manifest it, 5.68 days.

The comparison of the incidence of VAP in females and males showed statistical significance, that is, the incidence of men with VAP is higher than that of women, with a statistical significance of p<0.05.

**DISCUSSION**

It can be observed that the patients in the two ICU’s studied are mostly men (58.77%) with a mean age of 38.8 years and that the male sex was shown to be a risk factor for manifesting VAP (p<0.05). Analyzes carried out in an Indian ICU and in an ICU in the south of Santa Catarina revealed similar
mean ages and indicated that most of the individuals studied were men, also associating males with the risk of acquiring VAP. The Brazilian Society of Pulmonology and Phthisiology presents, in its guideline, male gender as an independent risk factor for VAP, while the American Thoracic Society declares that males are at risk for developing HAI in general.

With regard to the causes of hospitalizations, when compared with previous studies, disparities are noted due to the existence of different diagnostic profiles and population characteristics. However, as in the present research, pulmonary and neurological involvement are among the main reasons for hospitalization, even with different frequencies, in two other studies produced in Brazil. 

Ventilation-Associated Pneumonia (VAP) has an important morbidity and is directly related to an increase in the length of stay in the ICU, making it responsible for raising hospitalization costs. The data obtained in the study showed 166 (6.63%) cases of VAP in a sample of 2503 patients.

National surveys have increasingly described significant data in different ICUs on this topic. A 2018 study from Bauru – SP had a sample of 322 patients, of which 73 (22.67%) had VAP. Research carried out in a teaching hospital in Minas Gerais, with 190 users, provided an incidence equal to 23.2% of VAP. Another Brazilian study that covered the period from May to August 2017 reported an incidence of 10.53% (n=945).

Likewise, there are international surveys showing this index. In an observational study in an adult ICU located in India, 38% of 250 patients developed VAP. In Poland, in a two-year analysis in seven adult ICUs, there were 2547 hospitalized patients and 205 cases of VAP, with an incidence of 8.0%.

The incidence rates of VAP vary as a result of the different populations and diagnostic methods present in each institution. In places where there is monitoring of indicators related to this important HAI, the incidence of VAP has become lower after the introduction of preventive actions, showing that VAP is preventable. Observing this index allows us to assess and improve the quality of care provided, as the VAP can add up to 13.3 days in the ICU stay.

In this study, patients who presented Pneumonia Associated with Mechanical Ventilation extended their stay in the unit, staying on average 13 or 12 days longer compared to patients who did not develop VAP in the ICUs. A 2019 study carried out in São Paulo showed that individuals diagnosed with VAP increased their average length of stay by 17.7 days when compared to those who did not have this clinical condition.

It is known that hospitalized patients, especially those on MV, are at increased risk for pneumonia due to the body's impaired defense at that time. Furthermore, this infection can trigger a prolonged hospital stay. In the present study, the mean length of stay was 6.55 ± 7.66. When compared to the literature, it was found that the average stay in the ICU can vary from 6 to 25.3 days. The variable showed statistical significance when related to the development of VAP (p<0.0001), as well as in other studies, where this association is frequently pointed out. The research carried out in an adult ICU located in northern India, described a significant difference between patients with and without VAP, with 13 and 6 days of stay, respectively (p<0.001). 14 Association is also present in other Brazilian studies.

Thus, the development of VAP triggers a longer hospital stay. With regard to mortality, 25.8% of the patients in the studied Intensive Care Units had death as the outcome.
This rate corroborates the data presented in the literature. In Florianópolis, a survey of 695 individuals in an ICU showed that 142 (20.4%) died. 24 On the other hand, in an ICU in Fortaleza, 51.1% of patients died. 25 As for the outcome associated with VAP, it can be observed that 31.32% of those who acquired this infection died, agreeing with ANVISA records that 33% of patients who manifest VAP progress to death. A study carried out in the adult ICU of a State Hospital in São Paulo resulted in 50.68% of deaths in the group with a diagnosis of VAP. 19

In this research there was no statistical association between the development of VAP and death, however the relevance of this infection in the ICU is known, extending the length of stay of the patient, which generates high costs in hospitalization and increases the risk of death. 14, 25

CONCLUSION

According to the research and its results, it can be understood that VAP leads to longer hospital stays, which is an aggravating factor in hospital admissions. Based on these results, it is understood the importance of preventive measures packages in order to minimize these events in benefit of patient safety.

The present study provided specific epidemiological data for the implementation of care protocols and checklist, contributing to the reduction of the incidence of VAP, professional qualification and improvement of patient care.

It is hoped that this study can contribute to other research and assist in future publications in this renowned journal for the benefit of the patient, academic and scientific community.
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